Recent work suggests that the inability of genetically distinct colonies of the bacterium Bacillus subtilis to freely merge is often a byproduct of microbial warfare mediated by divergent suites of chemical weaponry. Any effects of such kin-discriminatory antagonisms on levels of within-group cooperation at other traits remain unclear.
Humans and many other animals, some plants and even microbes are often more helpful, or less antagonistic, toward individuals with whom they share a high degree of genetic kinship than toward less-related individuals. Such 'kin discrimination' can be defined as simply the differentiation of behavior (broadly defined) as a function of genetic relatedness among social interactants [1, 2] , independently of ultimate evolutionary or proximate molecular causes. In microbes that engage in cooperative group motility, one form of kin discrimination is the inability of genetically distinct colonies to merge freely into a larger social group (Figure 1) . Two recent studies of the model bacterium Bacillus subtilis -one a screen of colony-interaction phenotypes among natural isolates [3] and the other a screen of genetic mutants and genome content [4] -together suggest that variable sets of anticompetitor toxins may often be the proximate molecular cause of such colony-merger incompatibilities in this species.
Several bacterial species exhibit colony-merger incompatibilities, including Proteus mirabilis (the species in which such incompatibilities were first discovered) [5] and Myxococcus xanthus [2, 6] . Although the fine-scale spatial distribution (or 'microbiogeography') of distinct incompatibility types (or 'allotypes') in natural populations of these species remains poorly understood, small patches of soil can harbor high levels of allotype diversity. For example, a centimeter-scale soil patch in Germany was found to contain at least 45 distinct swarming allotypes of M. xanthus [6] , and just one cubic centimeter of soil in Slovenia was shown to harbor at least a dozen B. subtilis motility allotypes [3] . By extrapolation, the total numbers of swarming allotypes in these species, worldwide, appear to be immense.
Evolutionarily, kin-discrimination phenotypes might exist either because they are directly favored by selection or rather as a byproduct of something else [7] . Are traits that prevent bacterial colonies from freely merging ever directly favored by selection specifically because of such non-merger effects? Perhaps, as strains that would be poor competitors specifically in chimeric groups would benefit from the territorial exclusion of other strains that might only outcompete them were their colonies to merge [6] . However, natural selection for colony-merger prevention per se (as distinct from selection for competitive traits that cause non-merger phenotypes as indirect side effects) remains undemonstrated and the inability of colonies to merge may often evolve nonadaptively. Indeed, a recent experimental-evolution study with M. xanthus indicates that a molecularly diverse range of non-merger incompatibilities easily evolve as R364 Current Biology 26, R355-R376, May 9, 2016 Current Biology Dispatches accidental byproducts of selection on other phenotypes [2] .
Molecularly, colony-merger incompatibilities might be caused either by dysfunctional (but non-toxic) interactions between divergent cooperation molecules expressed by different strains [8] or rather by toxic secretions. In swarming microbes, divergence of extracellular molecules important for group motility might reduce the ability of distinct colonies to freely merge, even if such divergence were evolutionarily indirect. Alternatively, secretion of a toxin by one colony could kill or maim cells at the leading edge of a genetically distinct colony lacking immunity and thus hinder colony merger.
Toxin/antitoxin systems are gene complexes that encode both a secreted toxin and an immunity protein that protects the toxin producer, and include systems that mediate contact-dependent growth inhibition in Escherichia coli, Pseudomonas aeruginosa and Vibrio cholera (for example [9, 10] ). Such anti-competitor systems inherently constitute a form of 'xenophobic' kin discrimination [1, 11] . Extensive cell death along borders between colonies of distinct B. subtilis natural isolates recently suggested that toxin/antitoxin systems are the cause of some colony-merger incompatibilities in this species [3] . Following on from this observation, Lyons et al. [4] used a combination of random and directed mutagenesis of three B. subtilis strains, together with transcriptomic analyses, to identify specific genes that, when disrupted, cause colony-merger incompatibilities.
Among the dozen or so distinct gene disruptions found to generate colony incompatibilities in a lab reference strain, most created distinct allotypes, highlighting that many of the respective loci belong to different genetic pathways. Two of these loci were strongly predicted to be involved in antimicrobial interactions: a contactdependent inhibition system (wapA/I), and genes implicated in 'cannibalistic' toxin production and immunity (sdpABCIR). Other gene disruptions causing colony incompatibilities occurred at loci predicted to encode various cell-surface and regulatory proteins.
Incompatibility genes initially identified in a laboratory reference strain were also disrupted in natural isolates, where only a few of those genes (including wapAI) caused strong incompatibilities. Inversely, disruption of some genes that caused only weak incompatibility phenotypes in the lab strain generated much stronger incompatibilities in natural isolates. Moreover, different strains harboring a disruption in the same gene (for example, sigW, a stress-associated sigma factor) were still incompatible toward each other. Together, these results indicated that kin-discriminatory gene effects can be highly strain-specific and that strain allotypes can be defined by multiple loci that differ across strains. The latter point was reinforced by comparative genomic analysis of many natural isolates, which suggested that such weaponry/immunity systems vary greatly across B. subtilis natural isolates.
Beyond their molecular findings, Lyons et al. [4] make two suggestions of broader import. First, they propose that because toxin/immunity systems are often housed on mobile genetic elements, extensive shuffling of these systems across strains by horizontal gene transfer generates distinct toxin suites that in turn promote strain diversity. This is highly plausible, as the potential for interference competition (that is, direct antagonistic interaction between competitors) to promote diversity has been demonstrated experimentally [12] . Both non-transitive (for example 'rock-paper-scissors') fitness relationships involving toxin warfare in E. coli [13] and positively frequency-dependent interference competition involving toxic interactions in M. xanthus [14] have been shown to promote diversity in structured habitats.
In addition to promoting diversity, it has been proposed that antagonisms between distinct social allotypes might have the side effect of increasing equilibrium levels of cooperation in bacterial populations at a variety of traits [14] . Many microbes, including Bacillus species, exhibit multiple behaviors that involve some degree of cooperation between cells, including biofilm formation, quorum sensing, group motility and even the formation of complex multicellular fruiting bodies (for example, in myxobacteria such as M. xanthus [15] ). At least in some habitats, the evolutionary stability of such behaviors can be undermined by competition with socially defective 'cheaters', strains that Non-merger in (A) B. subtilis (reproduced from [4] ) and (B) M. xanthus (image by Francesca Fiegna). Such colony incompatibilities can affect patterns of social interaction with respect to traits other than those traits that cause the incompatibilities (e.g. secretion of anti-competitor toxins). For example, in M. xanthus, colony incompatibilities alter the spatial distribution of cooperatively formed fruiting bodies (dark mounds) relative to self-self controls and reduce co-aggregation of distinct strains into chimeric fruiting bodies at colony interfaces [2] .
can exploit cooperators (strains proficient at a social trait) for a relative fitness advantage in mixed groups but reduce absolute levels of cooperation in a population as they increase in frequency [16] .
One of the key requirements for the evolutionary stability of cooperation is that cooperators must preferentially benefit fellow cooperators relative to socially defective cheats [17] . Several factors determine the spatial distribution of such social interactions in bacterial populations, including the rate at which new cheaters arise by mutation within social allotypes, the frequencydependent within-group fitness spectrum of cheaters, negative effects of cheaters on group-level fitness ('cheating load'), the rate of cheater dispersal across social groups, and the rate at which new swarming allotypes are created by mutation or horizontal gene transfer [15, 18] . Once cheats arise by mutation, they will exploit cooperators locally but might also disperse to new locales and exploit other cooperators there.
In socially fragmented species such as B. subtilis, M. xanthus and P. mirabilis, cheats may often disperse only to meet groups of a different social allotype that they have difficulty invading due to kin-discriminatory barriers [14] , whether lethal or not. Relative to populations with no kin discrimination, such barriers are expected to reduce the spatial spread of cheaters and concomitantly promote higher withingroup relatedness (a key parameter in kin selection theory [19] ), preferential interaction among cooperators, and thus higher equilibrium frequencies of cooperators at various social traits. But bacterial colony growth in soil is a highly structured affair. The spatial structure imposed on bacterial populations by the physical structure of soil (and other habitats) may limit inter-group cheater migration more fundamentally than biological barriers to colony merger [15, 20] .
Lyons et al. [4] suggest that intercolony antagonisms could ''enable cooperation'' in Bacillus, ''ensuring the stability of the multicellular lifecycle over evolutionary timescales''. It is not clear whether the authors propose that colony incompatibilities are necessary for Bacillus cooperative traits to even persist, or rather that such incompatibilities simply increase the frequency of genotypes expressing cooperative traits (averaged across all social allotypes in a population) that would nonetheless persist in the absence of colonymerger incompatibilities. Regardless of which hypothesis is being suggested, inter-allotype warfare may have positive side effects on equilibrium levels of within-allotype cooperation.
Yet the relative roles of factors that limit socially defective cheaters in any microbial species in real-world habitats remain poorly characterized. Until these are better understood, any roles of colony-merger incompatibilities in determining frequencies of cooperators and cheaters in natural populations remain uncertain. What does seem clear, though, is that diverse suites of toxic weaponry across distinct B. subtilis cooperators reflect a perpetual arms race to remain competitive in extremely diverse microbial communities that are rife with both cooperative and antagonistic interactions, both within and across species.
